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Sophia and Alex Prepare for Kindergarten prepares preschoolers as they transition to
kindergarten during summer break. This 32-page beautifully illustrated picture book gives
parents a tool to ensure their child is ready on their first day of class. Advance Books is a
publisher of children bilingual books containing side-by-side Chinese and English text. Our
books are similarly translated into other world languages in paperback version. The Sophia
and Alex 10-book series is intended to ensure early dual-language learners feel connected
with the wondrous world around them. Reading the series will help bilingual children reach
higher levels of creativity, curiosity, cognition, social awareness and emotional well-being, all
conducive in preparation for subsequent language immersion programs. Follow Sophia and
Alex through their first five books as they navigate the classroom and integrate their learnings
back into the home. Continue the journey in the next five books, due to release in the spring of
2020. You will relish the diversity of charters and fall in love with Sophia and Alex as they
experience daily life events as seen through the eyes of a child. The beautifully illustrated
pages tell the story, and the stories will undoubtedly connect you with your child or grandchild
through the sharing of a common language and culture. We invite parents and children to
celebrate the diversity of life, and support the effort to publish more bilingual works for our
young readers.
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Trying to discover why a Harlem high school student is being targeted for murder, quadriplegic
detective Lincoln Rhyme and his protegee, Amelia Sachs, look for answers in the student's
term paper about her civil rights activist ancestor.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Apology
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The heroes travel to Absalom Station to warn the Pact Worlds government of a
fast-approaching threat from beyond the stars! But before they are fully prepared,
the titanic spacecraft arrives and shuts down the fabled Starstone Reactor,
plunging the station into chaos. The heroes must find a way to bring the power
back online, while rescuing citizens and dealing with Azlanti spies, angry
outsiders, and confused spirits. Can they save the heart of the Pact Worlds and
take the fight to the strange alien vessel? "The Starstone Blockade" is a
Starfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for four 16th-level characters. This
adventure continues The Devastation Ark Adventure Path, a three-part, monthly
campaign in which the players stop the threat of an ancient alien civilization in
Starfinder's first high-level adventures! This volume also includes an examination
of the church of Eloritu--the god of history, magic, and secrets--as well as a
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selection of ghastly new aliens! Each monthly full-color softcover Starfinder
Adventure Path volume contains a new installment of a series of interconnected
science-fantasy quests that together create a fully developed plot of sweeping
scale and epic challenges. Each 64-page volume of the Starfinder Adventure
Path also contains in-depth articles that detail and expand the Starfinder
campaign setting and provide new rules, a host of exciting new monsters and
alien races, a new planet to explore and starship to pilot, and more!
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Little Bear likes to lead discovery adventures while Big Bear is following to help
him when needed.
Whether you are new to being a boss or are simply looking to stand out from the
pack, this is the one primer you need to develop your managerial and leadership
skills. Packed with step-by-step advice and wisdom from HBR's management
archive, the book provides best practices on topics from building credibility and
emotional intelligence to hiring and engaging the best employees, as well as
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understanding key financial statements and the fundamentals of strategy. Keep
this comprehensive guide with you as you grow as a leader and you will have a
bigger impact in your organization and on your career.
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Starfinder Adventure PathThe Starstone Blockade (Devastation Ark 2 Of 3)
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